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since it is trivial to find inverses compute
95 P 1287 t C 327 t C P

takes only two additions

2L Since 3967 0 the order of I minst divide 396 2.193
The order cannot be 2 since I Z and flasse's then then
says that the order must be 193 which is also the inneber
of rational points

3g Let me qinitri and gem si nitti
Since fi is a bijection on 90,1 ni 15 we have that
f Gilani so gi si for all in

It follows that for any vet with u sinitti
the map

Sinitti 1
Sini ti if CsitDniszb

sinit f ti otherwise

is an inverse of gi It follows that gi is a bijection
m finitri is a fixed point of gi if qitilnit2b
or if

ficri ri
But ein modig only if is an eit throotoff
and if ei is small compared to n which is reasonable
there will be few ei 1 the roots compared to a

If ei is large this is more difficult to show

Since 2b ni it follows that gi has few fixed points
under reasonable assumptions

3hL If we know the prime factors of ni we can compute fj
If we do not know the prime factors most values require
inverting fj which is heard when you don't know
the prime factors CThis is the RSA problem



3g This is dear from the diagram
Si Yi Yr
d g i

t t
D v

Choose any value for yt Yin Siri i Yr Then
use the diagram to compute gi

3dm We choose r i values arbitrarily from a set of size 2b
which gives us b solutions

The ith ciphertext is xiii grisegrimi so

II ti wi ydriani
Since each mi is either u or v We get
that

1mi vann a

where a is the number of u votes

The electoral board can now recover a by checking
If Imi is

ovn ulv ulv 2
or convo

This can be done quickly since the number of
votes is not too big In fact it costs less than
decryptring the n åpherteets I

4L t decrypting individual ciphertext leases the ciphertext ballot
correspondence and the board knows the voter
ciphertext correspondence Privacy is lost

Now the former no longer leaks

Any voter could encrypt vev e


